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PRESIDEnT'S mESSAGE 
For~hcoming a c~i iti es of ou r centre will prc ve 

~ be q~ i ~e intEre5~i3g. ur Oc~~ber mee~ing on ~he 21th 
wi_l include a presentation in th e S~ar ~hea~re ~y Al an 
D: e r . 7his will be c~mbine d ~it~ ~ur regular m ee ~ inJ' 
On November 10th Brian Mar·in will be ou r guest speaker. 
Bri an, a previous member of ou r centre ~uring the 50 's 
is curren~ly a graduate student at University of Alber~a. 
:he title of his talk will be Ste~lar Fingerprinting and 
will deal with the su bj ect of spectr~sc~py . In Decem~er 

Barry Arnold will be our guest speaker. Earry, rho works 
a t the Optical lab at the . of A. is no stranger ~o members 
of our cent re who have had problems with telescope mirrors. 
A" press ti me the e ~ act title of his ~alk ~ ad nc~ jeen 
f inalized but it will deal with the subject of t el escope 
optics. 

In J anuary our current plan is to ha ve a sreci a l 
guest speaker from Toronto visit both the Ca gar y ~entr e 

and our Centre on a Saturday and 3unday resec~ively. 
Michael Watson a ,member of the Toronto Centre is an 
excep ionally proficient astrophotographer. uring 
his vi sit to our centre he will present to us b~th a 
practical astrophotography workshop (share all his 
secret s ) and e xamples of his w~rk. There s hould be 
something here for everybody. Details have yet to be 
w~rke~ out, but stay tuned I 

Bob Carson 



QUEST FOR A PERMANENT OBSERVING SITE 
by 

John S. Marczyk. Permanent Observing Site Committee 

The search for a permanent observing site that meets all the musts and wants 
associated with such a quest can easily become one of the most challenging tasks 
facing In RASC centre. The site must be DI\RK not only at the time of selection. 
but for the full term of Its projected occupation. The site must be SAFE to 
travel to. and to use once there. The site must be CONVENIENT and ECONOMICAL 
to travel to If Its to be used on a regular basis; meaning that It should be 0 
within an hour away from city centre. The site must have an unobstructed 360 
view of the horizon. or at least an unobstructed view of the eastern and south
erh horizon. It should also be higher than the surrounding landscape to evade 
urban air pollution and temperature Inversions. and should be away from large 
bodies of water to evade heat and moisture problems. 

The Permanent Observing Site Committee found such a site last summer south of 
Elk Island National Park. Called the Blackfoot Integrated Use Area (Blackfoot 
Area for short). the major differences between It and Elk Island fall In areas 
of administration and use. The Blackfoot Area Is administered by the Alberta 
government, whereas Elk Island Is administered by the federal government. The 
Blackfoot Area also accomodates domestic livesock grazing and recreational uses 
such as trail riding and snowmobiling that are not permitted in Elk Island. 

On August 12th. 1986 RASC Centre executive endorsed a detailed proposal for I 
permanent observing site In the Blackfoot Area. The proposal was written for 
a government audience and contained RASC Edmonton Centre objectives. a proposed 
observatory design plan and a legal description of the site's location. 

On September 22nd. 1986. Bob Carson. President of the RASC Edmonton Centre .and 
I met with the Blackfoot Steering Committee to present the proposal and discuss 
Its feaslbllfty. As written. the proposal was found to be completely consistent 
with the Alberta government's management policy for the Olackfoot Area. We 
received a warm and positive response. Our objectives were compatible with the 
general policy objectives of the Blackfoot Area. Through more detailed discus
sion we learned ' however that our proposed site might be handicapped by nearby 
night snowmobile use and overnight camping. The Steering Committee suggested 
that the existing policy of Dayuse (no overnight uses) was being relaxed. and 
that we would likely run Into a conflict of Interest with other users. An al
ternative location was suggested. 

On October lrd. 1986 Bob Carson, Max Mathews (A Blackfoot Steering Committee 
representative) and I travelled the more remote areas of Blackfoot for several 
hours on backcountry roads and trails. We examined the alternative site sug
gested and found It to be Inferior to the one we had proposed because of the 
prlmltve level of existing road development both to the site through the County 
of Beaver and to the site once within the Blackfoot Area. The site lacked any 
support Infrastructure (washroom or warming facilities) and was also about 10 
miles further east of Edmonton. We looked at other locations In Blackfoot. 
but discounted these because of distance. poor roads or poor site lines. 

Where to from here you ask? The Permanent Observing Site Committee must now 
meet to review these recent developments and arrive at the appropriate decision 
with the centre executive. I have painted an Incomplete ptcture In this status 
report for the sake of brevity. Several options still exist within the Blackfoot. 
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EVEN T 
Venus at gre a te s t brilliancy 
(mag -4.6) 
Beginning of partia l solar eclipse. 
Ecli pse maximun is a t 1211, when 
the 30 degrees high Sun is 35.6% 
obscured by the disc of the Moon. 
Eclipse ends at 1: 30. 
Mercury 0.4 degree s·"Sf oI "Moon. 
Venus 4 degr ees S of Moon. 
Saturn 5 degrees N of Moon. 
Antares 0. 6 degrees S of Moon. 
Ur8nue 4 degrees N of Moon. 
Neptune 6 degrees N of Moon. 
First Quarter Moon 
Mars 2 degrees N of Moon. 
Jupiter 1.9 degrees N of Moon. 
Full Moo n 
Mercury 4 degrees N of Venus 
Oriontd Meteor Shower. Though the 
nearly full Moon will prevent the 
fainter meteors from being seen, 
rates in the low teens c ~n still be 
expected from a dark site. The 
recent encounter with the shower's 
narent, Halley's Comet, may increase 
rates. 
Last Quarter Moon. 

.The Wanderers 

May be glimpsed on around the 21st., very low 
in the SW sky at sunset. 
Though still very bright, will be too close to 
the horizon at sunset to be readily visible. 
Is still in the SSE at sunset and sets several 
hours afterwards. 
Rises at around sunset a nd is visible nearly 
all night. 
Moving into the constallation Ophiuchus this 
month. Saturn is now a difficult t arge t low 
in the SWat sunset. 

Ma r k Zalcik 

_. __ ... - ._ ... _ .. _--_ ... _-_-... ..... _- - ' 



A GUIDE TO ASTROPHOTOGRAPHY 
PART TWO 

Last issue, we looked at two of the 
types of astLophotogLaphy. This month we 
the Lemaining two types PLime focus 
PLojection. 

1. PLime focus PhotogLaphy: 

Some uses of this method aLe: 

fouL 
will 

and 

A) PhotogLaphing deep sky objects in detail. 
B) Comet closeups. 

diffeLent 
look at 
Eyepiece 

C) LunaL disk photogLaphy such as eclipse photogLaphy. 

Equipment LequiLed: 

A) Telescope - with an equatoLial mount and dLives. 
B) OLive cOLLectoL so tLacking eLLOLS may be 
cOLLected dULing the exposuLe. 
C) A guide telescope OL off-axis guideL. 
D) CameLa - w1th Lemovable lens and »time» exposuLe 
capability. 
E) film fast with low LecipLocity failuLe. 
CLecipLocity failuLe is the films inability to gatheL 
light afteL it has been exposed fOL peLiod of time) . . 
f) Illuminated Leticle eyepiece. 
G) Cable Lelease fOL cameLa. 

Method: 

In pLime focus photogLaphy, the cameLa is bLought to 
focus at the »pLime focus» of the telescope being 
used. The pLime focus is the focal point of the 
telescope objective without any eyepieces etc. 
inseLted into the light path. 

A) Setup the telescope and caLefully polaL align the 
mount. 
B) Install all photogLaphic equipment LequiLed to make 
the exposuLe onto the telescope. Set the cameLa 



shutte~ on "time". 
C) Ca~efully balance the telescope. This is ve~y 

impo~tant as poo~ balance will affect d~ive ope~ation. 
D) CAREFULLY focus the came~a on a sta~ o~ planet 
using the telescopes ' focuse~. Good focus is ve~y 

c~itical. 

E) Cente~ the object being photog~aphed in the came~a 

viewfinde~. If the object is too faint to be seeo in 
the viewfinde~, use su~~ounding sta~s to cente~ the 
object. (f~om a sta~ cha~t) 

F) Find a suitable guide sta~ in the off-axis guide~ 

o~ guide telescope. 
G) Cente~ the guide sta~ in the guide~ using a low 
powe~ eyepiece. Once cente~ed, ~emove the low powe~ 

eyepiece and inse~t a ba~low lens and the illuminated 
~eticle eyepiece. Focus the ~eticle lines and the sta~ 
(done independently) in the eyepiece. 
H) Align the ~eticle lines so they co~~espond to 
di~ections in R.A and Dec. so the di~ection of sta~ 
d~ift can be dete~mined and the p~ope~ co~~·ection 

made. 
I) Ca~efully adjust the b~ightness of the ~eticle 

lines so they do not d~own out the guide sta~. This is 
ve~y impo~tant if the guide sta~ is faint. 
J) Once eve~ything is ~eady, check the time and open 
the shutte~ using the cable ~elease and lock it open. 
K) Watch the guide sta~ and make co~~ections du~ing 

the enti~e exposu~e to keep the guide sta~ cente~ed in 
the ~eticles of the guiding eyepiece. Co~~ections a~e 
made with the d~ive co~~ecto~. 
L) Afte~ the desi~ed length of time, close the shutte~ 
and ~eco~d all info~mation about the expos~~e in a log 
book. 

Advantages of the p~ime focus method: 

A) G~eat ~esolution. 

B) Photog~aphy of faint objects is possible. 
C) La~ge~ image scale than with the "piggyback" method 
thus mo~e ~esolution and detail. 

Disadvantages of the p~ime focus method: 



A) Substanti~l investment is required. 
B) Uery accurate guiding is required. 
C) Prone to more failures because of lower tolerance 
to error. 

The prime focus method of photography is a very 
powerful way of photographing deep sky objects with a 
telescope. Beautiful photos of many different types of 
objects are possible with some practice. 

2. Eyepiece Projection Photography: 

Some uses of this method are: 

A) Lunar closeups. 
B) High resolution planetary photography. 
C) Double star photography. 
D) Solar photography (with proper filters). 

Equipment required: 

A) Telescope - with an equatorial mount and good 
drives. 
B) Camera - with removable lens. 
C) Camera adapters and extension tubes. 
D) Drive corrector - to make drive rate corrections. 
E) Good quality eyepieces for projection. 
f) film - adequately fast with good contrast and 
resolution. 

To obtain enough image scale when photographing the 
planets or lunar closeups, the image is projected onto 
the film using eyepieces, a barlow lens and extension 
tubes. Different combinations of eyepieces and extension 
tubes will give different magnifications. These 
combinations will change the exposure time required. 

The proper exposure time that is required for an 
object can be determined in 1 of 2 ways: 
1) Experimentation. 
2) Using an exposure graph: after determining the focal 
ratio of the photographic set up, an exposure graph such 



as the »Henry» exposure graph is used to determine the 
exposure time required for a particular object. The 
focal ratio is determined with formulas. Both . the 
formulas and the graphs are found in books such as »The 
Complete Manual of Amateur Astronomy by Clay Sherrod.» 

The exposure graphs can only give a starting point to 
set the shutter speed so either way, the shots must be 
bracketed and much experimentation is required. 

Because of the very high magnifications required, 
factors such as "seeing» or »vibration» can affect the 
results greatly. THIS TYPE OF PHOTOGRAPHY IS THE »MOST 
DIFFICULT» TYPE OF ASTROPHOTOGRAPHY. 

Method: 

A) Set up the telescope and carefully polar align it. 
B) place all necessary photographic equipment onto the 
telescope and carefully balance the scope. This is 
very important for the drive to track properly. 
C) Center the object to be photographed in the camera 
viewfinder and CAREFULLY focus the image THIS IS 
VERY CRITICAL. 
D) Monitor the object in the viewfinder and watch for 
drift. Adjust the drive by making adjustments on the 
drive corrector so the object has minimal drift . 
E) •• =.:' .. :t:f:l.I:I.':J_ ... __ ••• ;) ....... -... __ .:r!'~ • ...,:( ... J~I ••• I. ,:,:4 
iI.I ••• JI}"~Icw:. 

Method 1 
1) Set the shutter speed on the camera to the desired 
setting. 
2) Check the object focus and centering. 
3) Retract the camera mirror (if possible). 
~) Wind up the camera timer. 
S) Release the timer and stand away from the scope 
vibration will die down during the timing sequence. 
6) After the shutter has operated, check the object 
centering and focus and repeat the exposure. Take 
several shots and bracket the exposures. 
7) Record all information about the exposures into a 
log book. 
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Method 2 
1) Set the camera shutte~ speed to "time". 
2) Attach a cable release to the camera. 

'1.) 

3) Check the object focus and centering in the camera 
viewfinder. 
~) Take a piece of black cardboard larger than the 
scope tube and cover the end of the tube making sure 
not to touch the scope. 
5) While holding the cardboard in front of the tube, 
open and lock the shutter using a cable release. 
6) Wait about 5 seconds to let vibrations die down 
then quickly remove the cardboard from in front of 
the tube. 
7) After the desired exposure time, quickly replace 
the cardboard in front of the tube making sure not to 
touch the tube and close the shutter. 
8) Repeat the exposure. Take several shots and 
bracket the exposures. 
9) Log information about the exposures into a log 
book. 

Method 2 is known as the "hat trick" method and with 
practice, exposures as short as 1/2 second can be made. 

Advantages to eyepiece projection photography: 

A) Great magnification is possible. 
S) Details on the moon and planets 
photographed. 
C) This method can be used when the sky is 
it is not affected as much by a bright sky 
focus and piggyback photography are. 

can be 

bright as 
as prime 

Disadvantages to eyepiece projection photography: 

A) Affected greatly by poor seeing and vibration. 
S) Large investment required. 
C) Uses lots of film. 
D) Very difficult to get good results. 



This method of astrophotography is the most difficult 
type of photography but is still worth trying as 
sometimes you can »luck out» and get a good photograph. 
The moon is not as difficult an object to photograph as 
the planets because of the moons' size and brightness. 
The planets are a real challenge because of their small 
sizes. 

We have looked at all of the main methods 
astrophotography and I hope that the information 
been helpful and that some of you try at least one 

of 
has 
of 
of the methods. I would be very interested in hearing 

your successes and failures and if anyone has any 
questions, please write me or see me at one of the 
meetings. 

Next issue. there will be an article on 
alignment - why it is necessary and how to do it. 

polar 

Bryce Heartwell 
Box 1082 
Stony Plain. Alta. 
T0E 2G0 

SUPPI...X.a:;.HS OF; 

Aatr09raphs , ~stro Books , 8inoculars , Hicroscopes, Photo Chemistr~ 

Posters,Slide Sets,Software , SpattinQ Scopes,Star Haps,Telescopes, 

Trlpods end Video Rentala 

QUASAR OPTICS 
(403) 255-7633 

.WESTERN CANADA'S LARGEST SCOPE DEALER· 

H~ STORE LOC~ 

7Z20A falrmount Dr S . E 
(Corner of fairmount & flint) 
CalQary , Alberta TZH- OX7 

HOURS Of BUSINES~ 

Mond ay - fr l day 
Sat:urdays 
Sundays & Ho ll days 

09 : 00-18 : 00 
10 : 00-17 : 00 

Closed 



STRRDUST 
EDmonTon CEnTRE 
ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY 

of CANADA 

GENERAL MEETING 
ocation : Margrett Ziegl er Star Th eatre 

Date: Monday, 2 th at 8:00 pm. 

Topic: A Star Th ea tre Presentation 

Speaker: Al an Dy er 

TO: 
RETURN ADDRESS: CRAIG MAKAROWSKI 

10174-89 STREET 
EDMONTON, ALBERTA,CANADA 
T5H 1P9 

.... -, . 
i J -~J 


